
Long back on taking over reign of regime from 
Congress Government, BJP had raised unlimited hopes 
and aspirations as Government to be wedded to maxim 
of "Minimum Government & Maximum Governance”.

In the year 2014 : Pensioners' were happy to observe 
that SCOVA - had started to function effectively with 
its regular meetings; settling the various 
issues unattended from year with 
time frame.

In the year 2015 : Pensioners have 
tasted fruits and taste of the good 
governance. Time frame assurances 
given in meetings are no longer 
honoured and it becomes routine / 
fashion to flout the assurances 
skillfully ignoring that fact that it 
r e fl e c t s  o n  c r e d i b i l i t y  o f 
government. Having realizing that it 
is beyond its reach to keep promise, 
it took a ULTIMATELY undeclared 
stand to avoid the assurance with 
time frame, as the annoyance of 
MOS could not have any impact on 
the machinery which could not be 
made to move despite repeated oiling and maintenance. 

In reshuffling of SCOVA : BPS - Permanent Member 
in SCOVA was tactfully eliminated and so was AIFPA 
Chennai, representing Pensioners' as they were 
repeatedly exposing acts of government where 
promises were flouted and inaction camouflaged. 

Under the circumstances we can be expect that SCOVA 
Staff Members will be fearless in representing the 
grievances effectively? Answer is - IT DEPENDS 
upon…...

Our glance on 27th SCOVA Meeting held on 
13.10.2015, as reported by Shri K. B. Krishna Rao, 
Secretary K P & T PA & Managing Committee, 
Member BPS, SCOVA Member, we can understand 
that while discussing ATR, we could not get any time 
framed assurance from DoT despite being specifically 
asked by Jt. Secretary (P.P.) on the issue of 78.2% IDA 
Merger issue,  DoT is said to have reported  that it is in 
process and all the queries raised by the DPE will be 
responded soon and cabinet note will be sent for 
approval citing some serious queries by DPE? 
Calculatively serious queries are not made public??

We feel that Cabinet Decision dated 27.01.2005 
regarding pensionery liability of BSNL actually 
defines and limits the Government's liability on 
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payment of Pensionery benefits etc. is their internal 
arrangement and cannot come in way of settlement of 
our issue as Rule 37-A has sanction of the Parliament. 

Obviously, Pensioners are disappointed, dismayed and 
their eyes are red with anger and agony as the repeated 
assurances given in SCOVA are flouted without any 
shame or facing any action from the Government. We 
do not understand reason as to why the SCOVA has 
become so much ineffective? Even MOS concerns do 
not pay any heed!! 

Testing fruit of 78.2% IDA Merger 
issue, Employees Association have 
started to demand arrears from 
01.01.2007 to 10.06.2013 and also 
HRA and other allowances on new 
Pay Scale though signed agreement, 
but WE THE PENSIONERS cannot 
get what the EMPLOYEES got two 
years ago? 

This reflects the concern of the 
government has for welfare of the 
Pensioners. Holding meetings of 
Pensioners and involving the 
Pensioners association by DOPPW 
in nation building educative 
exercise will not serve purpose, 

unless their agony and constitutional 
demands are taken care of with full sympathy, respect 
and regard. 

We have addressed to Hon'ble Shri Narendrabhai 
Modi, PM on our issue and and also makikng second 
round of submission of Memorandum to PM & MOC 
and hope that being fully concerned and involved the 
pensioners will act with full enthusiasm and make our 
move successful to focus on our demand.

We will wait for favourable out come till end of 
December, 2015 as per decision of 2nd AIC held on 
21/22.09.2015 at Ahmedabad and then revert to legal 
remedy as we cannot afford our members to suffer 
heavily for indefinite time.

Last but not least. I would like all the Pensioners to be 
ready to face hot weather even if the 78.2% IDA Merger 
Orders are issued, as apparently it does not recommend 
arrear w.e.f. 01.01.2007 and we cannot sacrifice the 
arrear in the name of so called uniformity with working 
employees. 

Wish you 

HAPPY DEEPAWALI & HAPPY DEEPAWALI & 

PROSPEROUS NEW YEARPROSPEROUS NEW YEAR
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Wrangling between DPE & DoT?

Cost - suffering by BSNL Pensioners.

DOPPW - SCOVA    SILENCE SPECTATOR
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